Welcome to the Fall 2020 semester, Mason Science faculty and staff. My sincere thanks to all of you for taking advantage of the opportunities to stay connected with our community throughout this semester.

And I want to thank you for doing your part. It takes courage and fortitude to continue your educational instruction and research in these uncertain times. Yet, move forward we will.

We've Got Your Back
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Interim Executive Director
IDIA - Kammy Sanghera selected as

Mason officially kicked off its collaborative-based, university-wide institutes as the kind of innovation that we need to stay competitive in a global marketplace.

Executive Director of the Institute for Digital InnovAtion (IDIA).

Dr. Kamaljeet Sanghera

Interim Executive Director
IDIA

Forth Annual ScienceConnect

Measuring and Reducing the Gender Gap in the Mathematical, Science, Engineering, and Technology Fields: An Update and Call to Action.

Must attend event.

RSVP

Forming Successful Learning Pods: Insights from Public Health Education

Thursday, September 3, 2020 | Noon to 1 p.m.

Student Exams: Mathematics PhD Grant applications are now available online.

To apply, please visit the Student Exams website.

Submit a proposal and be part of the next generation of successful learning pods.

Share this email:

ScienceConnect is a community-driven initiative that brings together Mason faculty and students to advance the field of science.

Our mission is to create a collaborative environment where scientists from different disciplines and backgrounds can connect, share ideas, and work together to solve complex problems.

ScienceConnect is a community-driven initiative that brings together Mason faculty and students to advance the field of science.

Our mission is to create a collaborative environment where scientists from different disciplines and backgrounds can connect, share ideas, and work together to solve complex problems.

Thursday, August 27, 2020

science.gmu.edu
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